Rethinking Enterprise Mobility Strategies

By embracing a persona-guided approach to mobile apps, organizations can challenge the status quo and ensure proper business relevance of all user profiles, both inside and outside the company’s four walls.
Executive Summary

Many enterprises view mobility as an extension of desktop computing. And because they tend to approach the evolving mobile ecosystem more opportunistically than strategically, many organizations focus first on incorporating sales-related capabilities into their mobile apps. But mobility is much more than that.

With the convergence of commodity clouds and seamless broadband, experts predict that by 2015 the Internet will be accessed more by mobile devices than desktops. Enterprises should, therefore, start thinking of mobility as a holistic part of the IT infrastructure rather than as an add-on capability facilitated through an extended use case.

This whitepaper offers a methodology for transitioning to this mindset. It first identifies business contexts for initially transforming key functional areas with mobility. Importantly, this methodology addresses a “user-centric business design” developed around unique user profiles, or personas, and developing new mobility interactions driven by mobile usage patterns.
Mobile User Paradigm Shift

Although desktop and mobile devices are key computing tools, they exhibit vast differences in terms of their applicability. Mobile devices are more personal, always on and always with the user, and they can detect location, movement, acceleration, orientation, proximity, environmental conditions and much more. They are multimodal and can operate with inputs that include gestures, camera, voice, barcodes, movement, etc.

To achieve business success, enterprises must deliver a seamless user experience that provides anytime enterprise user access. Figure 1 illustrates a sample of the computing behavior of a mobile sales force, which reveals longer work sessions conducted on desktop computers and shorter, more frequent bursts on tablets and smartphones.

Because mobile devices involve different behaviors and use cases, an enterprise mobility strategy will always fall short of meeting business requirements and objectives if it is treated as a simple matter of adding another computing device. Companies need to concentrate on creating a captivating user experience that is tuned to the functional needs and personal preferences of users (see Figure 2, next page).

The situation with mobility is not unlike the early days of the Web. In the year 2000, more Web sites were born than babies, setting off auction wars for catchy Web names and URLs. Consumer-facing businesses became caught up in transforming their branding from storefront to Web front.

The media business, for example, launched digital newspapers and published them with the frequency of daily newspapers. It was a migratory approach, moving traditional layouts, pages and fonts online rather than thinking about how the online medium could transform the business. It took a while for the publishing industry to truly realize the power of the Internet by becoming event-driven and posting news as it happens, in real-time and personalized ways.

Like the Internet, mobility requires a well-planned enterprise strategy. Enterprises need to focus on motivating successful human behavior with the intuitive guidance necessary for achieving both profile-specific and organizational goals. And because mobile devices are multimodal, several sensory inputs need to be integrated into the enterprise’s functional requirements. Unless businesses rethink mobility, even those with an early-mover advantage will slip, and usage will decline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Number of Sessions</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Laptop</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>36 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tablet</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smartphone</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1.2 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Different Devices, Different Behaviors

Mobile salesforce workers used their computing devices for about 4.2 hours of the workday and exhibited different types of behavior on each device.


Figure 1
Capitalizing on Mobile Personas

Personas have been used extensively by product research companies to analyze and understand the end user intent and behavior that drives successful product development. Personas are defined as groups with common goals, tagged with a name and a personality to understand their product needs. Persona stories are developed to include the mindsets, motivations, perceptions, measurable attributes, etc. for various classes of users. For example, a persona might be represented by the description, “John, a 46-year-old pharma sales professional whose specialty is selling cholesterol-reducing drugs to major hospitals.”

Similarly, in the expanding mobile ecosystem, personas provide a very important business context. Mobile behaviors need to be re-analyzed and storyboarded in a way that enables them to fit into mobile business uses. This does not mean rebuilding the enterprise with new business functions but picking and choosing which existing functions are applicable to particular personas and how to serve users with specific entry points. In many scenarios, a subset of functions would be identified for serving the business through mobile but would be critical for driving service efficiencies.

Persona analysis and business context-building is, therefore, the first focal point for enterprises looking to get on the right path with knowledge workers and customers. Enterprise-oriented personas need not be developed from scratch; rather, they can be recast into a mobile context.

Many mobile apps for consumers have built-in personas that are well targeted. These apps are successful because they address mobile functions for a typical user activity. Figure 3 (next page) shows consumers using iPad functions in various customer service environments. Each persona has a situational need and uses a mobile device as a visual aid (i.e., information lookup), integrated into their daily lives.

On close observation, none of these applications has a common user interface; instead, each has a screen design that approximates the persona’s interface and interaction expectations. In this way, the app uniquely follows the user’s touch behavior and mimics familiar standards of tablet computing interaction, creating a more intuitive way to deliver customer service.

The biggest eye-opener for this phenomenon is the music industry, in which the iPad performs better than a real instrument. For examples, there are apps that synthesize e-music, using a multitouch interface built around digital knobs that can produce music more quickly than music gadgets themselves.

Why Mobile Views Should Be User-Centric

Rather than mimicking the desktop experience, with its menu structures and lists to navigate, a mobile interface needs to provide contextual triggers generated from situations and events that lead to a specific action.
These experiences are examples of the multimodal combinations that can be stitched together in a variety of ways to bring an app to life. A smartphone has many input and output sensors (accelerometer, camera, GPS, voice, video, WiFi, Bluetooth, touchscreen, retina display) and built-in features (contacts, calendar, maps, alerts, YouTube access, music, compass, Webex, news feeds, browser, e-mail, barcode, Facetime, etc.) that can then be combined into various permutations and combinations. It is not about how UI design can repurpose existing mobile business applications; rather, it is about how a more intuitive design can deliver a more fine-tuned and valuable user experience.

**Building a Mobile Business Strategy**

A successful mobile business strategy should be mobile-first in order for it to create serious organizational inroads that can provide new entry points for users alongside existing service offerings. The following three-step methodology (see Figure 4, next page) can help pave the way for discovering and validating future business scenarios, by reexamining how the business operating model can be improved by making changes to user work interactions.

**Mobility Apps, Contextualized for Persona Expectations**

- Politicians getting updated on-the-ground movements
- Religious leaders delivering sermons and augmenting preaching
- Restaurants, wowing diners with iPad menus, item details and personalized orders
- Movie directors using devices as scene analyzers and dynamic clipboards to help them out while shooting
- Soccer coaches strategizing the play of matches
- Cops on the ground using iPads to check the background info of criminals and route maps to trace them
- Tourists getting directions, maps and turn-by-turn guidance
- DJs finding a perfect “mixing” companion in the iPad that does a lot more then just the traditional task

It is not about how UI design can repurpose existing mobile business applications; rather, it is about how a more intuitive design can deliver a more fine-tuned and valuable user experience.
Step 1: Discovering Business Segments for Mobility

Core business processes across the enterprise provide the ways and means of the business. Multiple personas, such as employees, customers and partners, interact to fulfill service requests using various channels. One way to start creating persona-based mobile strategies is to closely inspect these processes and selectively identify process areas for improvement. Each process should be analyzed for its need to operate in an anytime/anywhere mode and its ability to extend to mobile devices.

The key question that needs to be addressed is: “Which business processes should be scoped for mobile use?” The answer should address two issues:

- Would mobile capability contribute to revenue or productivity gains?
- Could mobile capability and motivation improve the function?

Here are two examples of analyzing business processes for their mobility potential:

1. A patient’s need for care management services.
   Ambulance services, independent of time or place, are a type of application service that is “always on.” Moreover, persona work patterns can be observed for this type of service. The needs of an ambulance worker’s persona can then be characterized by on-call mobilization for on-demand routing, medical supplies management, patient mobilization, 911 call-handling, etc.

2. A traveler’s need for airline flight services.
   By addressing flight delay alerts on an “anytime” basis for a given airport, airlines can think about disruption management of a given flight while the...
traveler is at or en route to the airport. Airlines can consider options for how notified travelers need to be, based on the extent of the flight delay and which alternate services should be suggested for the journey.

Figure 5 (previous page) illustrates how each process is analyzed for anytime-anywhere needs and examined for enterprise mobility interaction. By categorizing business processes in this manner, mobile-capable functions can be identified and further elaborated upon for mobile interactions.

**Step 2: Analyzing Mobile Persona Characteristics**

We live in a world of context, with continual fluctuations of location, time, relevance, environment, interactivity and human behavior. Because human actions are inherently situated in a particular context that frames the individual’s behavior, understanding personal context is critical for capturing the nature of an interaction that is specific to the situation.

Depending on the dynamic nature of the dimensional changes, innumerable contexts arise in the daily life of a persona. Figure 6 depicts six different dimensions, as well as sets of activities in each dimension. Typically, a persona within any given context can include a combination of many activities across the listed dimensions. Hence, it is difficult to predict every variation of the context that could apply in a particular scenario.

Given that mobile devices function as a smart digital agent for many people, it is best to consider application interactions in two parts:

- User need-based information planning.
- Time sensitivity-based information delivery.

**Connecting Context with Persona**

Because human actions are inherently situated in a particular context that frames the individual’s behavior, understanding personal context is critical for capturing the nature of an interaction that is specific to the situation.
Step 3: Planning the Mobile Experience

It is critical to understand both how a traveler leverages flight services and the mobile capabilities necessary to deliver these services; what is more, the two must be considered as part of a holistic process. In fact, organizations should treat each touchpoint as a trigger with which to connect individual traveler personas across various business scenarios. Figure 8 (next page) depicts just that: how the airline can manage the flight disruption management process across personas. For example, once a flight delay event has occurred, an airline must be prepared with options delivered to mobile devices to guide travelers toward their destinations.
and minimize disruption and dissatisfaction. A flight delay of three hours is usually a frustrating event for travelers, no matter the reason; airlines, therefore, have to plan alternate options.

Given the uncertainty caused by the delay, the scenario should embrace how travelers are informed about the next steps, explore the various choices with travelers and connect with viable travel alternatives to satisfy this persona.

By creating an experience map, the airline can capture all the different personas that are impacted by a flight delay, enabling it to understand the options available for each activity. Mobility features are expressed through the mobile information interactions that can be applied in various contexts. Linking interactions at the activity level provides multiple solutions that can fit into the activity scenario. As they are aggregated, a larger app emerges to address the flight delay scenario.

**Looking Ahead**

Successful enterprise mobility strategies must be executed differently from traditional IT initiatives. Most enterprise mobile apps result from squeezing a Web application or a CRM system onto a mobile device. Loading 100-plus features into an app does not cut it for mobile users. The app should deliver laser-focused functionality with a true understanding of business objectives, resulting in high user satisfaction.

Personas are key to making the mobility strategy successful. Organizations must leverage various components of persona-driven mobilization to build and deliver business capabilities that meet if not exceed organizational objectives. As a final thought, mobile apps designed for the enterprise should be always-on, always alert and always able to help users in their individual contexts and with a personalized touch.
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